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wheels and braking

The aircraft was equipped with heel brakes by Scott, similar to those used in the Piper Cub. The Scott heel brakes are a low pressure system and are designed. 
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CRAFTSMAN'S CDRNFR Ben Owen



WHEELS AND BRAKES I received a call



had a Gerdes brake, which has a larger



from a pilot who was having difficulty in holding her aircraft during run-ups past about 1200 rpm. The



wheel piston, and reportedly could not be used with Cleveland and Rosenhan master



aircraft was equipped



be taxied 1,500 feet at approximately 1200



with heel brakes by Scott, similar to those used in the Piper Cub. The Scott heel brakes



rpm and held 5-10 mph with the brakes After



cylinders. Cleveland has a suggestion for conditioning the brake linings . . . the aircraft should



conditioning, the brake should hold the aircraft on a full power run-up. If not, I would suggest the conditioning was done improperly, or that you may have a mismatch from master cylinders to wheel cylinders As always, when buying look for package deals and compare prices. More on this subject next month.



are a low pressure system and are designed to operate with drum expander and other



drum brakes. This particular system was mismatched with Rosenhan wheels. The average person is estimated to be able to put 100 Ibs. of pressure on rudder



pedals or brakes. Of course, a larger pilot could put considerably more, and a smaller pilot somewhat less. Leverage and Hydraulic Power Transfer The Aero Sport series of aircraft uses a dimension from the brake pedal to the hinge of 3-3/4 inches. From the brake pedal itself,



the arm to the master cylinder is 1 -112 inches long. These are basically at right angles to each other, and develop a ratio of 2-1/2:1.



This leverage enables the 100 Ib. brake force from the pilot's foot to be converted into 250 Ibs. at the master cylinder. The brake pedal moves considerably more than the master



Ben Owen selected these Cleveland 5.00 x 5 wheels and brakes for his homebuitt. The axles are anodized for corrosion protection.



cylinder lever it actuates, by the laws of leverage.



The Cleveland master cylinder 10-5 has a 9/16th inch bore. The formula for a circular



area is: (pi) x Radius2. The area of this particular cylinder is .2485 sq. in., 250 lbs./.2485 sq. in. equals 1,006 p.s.i. of pressure running



through the line from the master cylinder to the wheel cylinder. The wheel cylinder on this particular Cleveland brake pad is 1-1/2 inches in



diameter. The area is 1.767 sq. in. at the wheel cylinder piston. The aforementioned



TYPE



BORE



PISTON AREA



Inches



Sq.ln. .1964



PRESSURE



P.S.L



Matco or Rosenhan 1/2 1,273 9/16 Cleveland 10-5 .2485 1,006 5/8 Cleveland 10-35 .3068 815 5/8 ACSA-110 .3068 815 Gerdes 5/8 .3068 815 Scott 2-5/16 4.2 131 NOTE: About 2% of Rosenhan brakes have 5/8" bores.



STROKE



DISPLACEMENT



inches



cubic inches



.875 1.25 1.2 1.5 1.5



.172 .311 .368 .460 .460 .80



Not Shown



1,006 p.s.i. acts upon this 1.767 inches and



puts a 1,778 Ib. force at the brake disk. This force is adequate to hold the aircraft at full power run-up, and to even skid the wheels if the brakes are applied too harshly when



moving. Some examples of brake system dimensions are shown elsewhere on this page. The first five examples could be used on aircraft similar to the Aero Sport, and are basically "high pressure" systems compared to the Scott type. The best thing is to use matched master cylinders and brake cylinders from the same manufacturer We assume a brake set up giving 250 Ibs. at the master cylinder.



The Scott comes with its own heel brake arm, which is about 5-1/2 inches long to a 1 inch arm for the lever arm from the arm itself to the cylinder. This gives it a 5.5 to 1 ratio. 550 Ibs. can be developed at the master cylinder, assuming a 100 Ib. pressure. We understand that one of our members



Brake master cylinders — left to right are Rosenhan, Cleveland and Gerdes. This Rosenhan cylinder has its own reservoir, while the others must be supplied with a reservoir. SPORT AVIATION 39



Ben Owen



WHEELS AND BRAKING -I External reservoir



RESERVOIR \ (SEE NOTE \ *1 BELOW) eke cylinder Air



REFER TO NOTE



Air valve



pressure ~SL



#2 BELOW



Inverted Flight and Vents



Brake shoe Bleed tank



Pressure method of bleeding brakes.



The braking system is a gravity feed system. For this reason, part placement in the airplane should go from high to



low: reservoir, master cylinder, parking brake and wheel cylinders. There should be no line loops. The average amateur builder fills his system from the top, but there is a pressure tank that can fill the system from the bottom up,



like the pros use. There is also a bleeder tool that is quite helpful in bleeding excess air out of the brake; about 1/4 inch of airspace should be left on the top of a reservoir that is properly



filled. You will recognize also that some of the systems have built in reservoirs, and some of them need attached reservoirs. The reservoirs are vented. If the aircraft was flown from sea level to a



lighter, but a 5.00 x 5 hub must be modified to accept this tire. Magnesium wheels and brakes, of course, are not suitable in amphibian applications due



/TO BRAKE -\ »j-



ASSEMBLY (SEE NOTE 2)



i



to corrosion. Chrome disks may be necessary in high corrosion areas, but



NOTES:



#1. Some master cylinders have a self-



are slightly heavier.



contained reservoir. Refer to Cleveland product catalog. #2. Master cylinder & reservoir mounting shown as example. Reservoir is



Fitting In the Wheel Pants



not required to be directly connected to the master cylinder, i.e. may use an hydraulic hose to connect.



For 5.00 x 5 tires, the "5.00" is the approximate tire width, and the "x 5"



means that the exact inside dimension of the tire on the rim is 5 inches. Tires tend to swell or grow with age, and a



~i - External reservoir



5.00 x 5 tire can grow about .225" in



10,000 foot airstrip and landed, and the



reservoir had a closed vent, the pressure of the air in the top of the reservoir would increase due to expansion and may put on partial brakes for landing.



The reason for the vent is to equalize the air pressure inside with that outside.



Fluid on



Brake shoe



Gravity method of bleeding brakes.



However, if this is done and the aircraft



is flown inverted, it is best to have a vent line that runs down at least to the bottom of the master cylinder and then curves up in an S bend. This will reduce loss of fluid in inverted flight. Most aerobatic pilots simply plug the vent. Since most of their flying is done at relatively low altitudes and they land at the same elevation from which they take-off, they do not experience a problem with a nonvented system.



Tire Sizes



Since the weight rises rather dramatically as you increase the size, unless you need the extra size of a larger tire for a rough field, the 5.00 x 5 is probably the best choice for the amateur built air-



craft. Weight can be saved here by choosing the lighter tire, as long as the tire strength suits your application. A 6 ply tire can usually hold more weight



and will take higher landing forces than Selection of Wheels and Brakes Builders should consider the components of suitability, cost and weight. Some of the Cleveland wheel statistics are shown in Table 1.



a 4 ply. The Lamb tire is being used on many amateur built aircraft, and is WHEEL SYSTEMS 5.00 x 5 6.00 x 6



STATIC LOAD



MAXIMUM



1,260 Ibs. 1,750 IDS.



4,550 Ibs. 6,000 Ibs.



LOAD



diameter. Also, tires will expand with speed, and allowing a minimum of .55" on the top of the wheel should suffice for wheel growth with age, and spin-up due to speed. You should allow .35 inch each side of the wheel minimum between the pant and the wheel, but you should know that hard landings may expand the sidewalls if the bottom of the pants are far enough down in the sidewall area. You might want to leave additional clearance for mud. A recent mishap involved a homebuilt with a wheel rubbing on a pant and a poor master cylinder/wheel cylinder combination. The rubbing wheel started a swerve that could not be stopped, due to weak brake power. Heat may affect nearby components and heat is developed in the wheels and brakes on hard braking. Heat is



not usually a problem even with fiberglass gear legs and synthetic brake lines.



WHEEL NO. 40-78 40-59 TABLE 1



42 MARCH 1989



WEIGHT (1 wheel



TIRE WEIGHT



and brake)



(each) 4.25-5.2 Ibs.



5.4 Ibs. 8.1 8 Ibs.



6.75-7.61 Ibs.
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most of their flying is done at relatively low altitudes and ... and Brakes. Builders should consider the compo- ... Heat may affect nearby components and heat is ...
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Wheels and Brakes 

just bolt them together. It sounds simple but it didn't work out that way. I had to melt the first casting out with an acetylene torch to get it out of the mold. I tapered ...
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Chapter 8 Braking system 

Handbrake linkage overadjusted or seized . Seized caliper or wheel cylinder piston. Brakes squeal . Drums or discs rusty or damp (temporary fault - no action.
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any color. Control wheels, pilot and co-pilot, vary from air- craft to aircraft, the smaller aircraft usually using a ... medallion, a map light, or a lighted chart holder.
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CLOSED WHEELS AND PERIODIC GROUNDS Part - V 

Mar 16, 2014 - Ï� = R. cos Î¸ and the ground is the circle x = R. sin Î¸ and y = R. cos Î¸. More ... 2- The wheel passes through the pole O âˆˆ (C) and this point is not singular. 3.1 Pole ..... We calculate the distance h between the base-line and.
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Chapter 9 Braking system 
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Chapter 9 Braking system 

5 Repeat the procedure on the remaining rear wheel, then lower the car to the ground. Note: The instrument panel warning lamps should glow if either inner pad ...
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world to come to Washington during that week to protest and expose the ... I am not Ulysses and I have no dog after all ... they go slowly, slowly, up the mountain.
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This weekly newsletter was put together by the Â« Sand in the Wheels Â» team of volunteers. Sand in the .... effects but subject to a commitment to reduce these).
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Nov 6, 2014 - The two associated curves C1(Ï�, Î¸) and C(x, y) have many related properties. 2. Page 3. Figure 2: Al Tusi-Cardan (r)-Circle wheel and (2r)-Circle-ground ..... (Ï�,Î¸) in the plane to calculate the (x, y) equation of the associated ...
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This weekly newsletter was put together by the Â« Sand in the Wheels Â» team of volunteers. Sand in the .... crisis in Africa are disappearing, and commitments.
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Its mission - to call the leaders of the G8 countries to sign a *New Deal* on .... of kingpin in financial globalization, a role that we ..... The WTO system, rules and.
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KT-DB1000 - DAB on Wheels 

système électrique de 12 volts CC à masse. NÉGATIVE. ... connexions électriques avant d'installer l'appareil. ... primaire”) peut aussi être divisé en composants.
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Foto FCC Wheels . 2014 Erp 

Jun 11, 2015 - Catering page 16/17/18. Partners and support page 19/20. Invitation for the;. 2015 BMX EUROPEAN CHAMPIONSHIPS. FCC Wheels Erp ...
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Kurvenräder und Kurven Curve wheels and curves Courbes à disque ... 

raccord. Avantages par rapport un stockage hélicoïdal avec entraînement de tête : – retour de chaîne plus court, l'effort de traction nécessaire sur la chaîne de.
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